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IN SHORT

Current simulation environments support

modular, hierarchical modelling and the com-

bination of different modeling formalisms, and

provide powerful numerical methods for sim-

ulation and data evaluation. What is not yet

considered equivalently is the conceptual

modeling phase and data modeling, as well

as experiment descriptions of various system

models and data sets or a combination with

other numerical methods. Those missing

parts are requirements that are becoming

increasingly more important.

The ontology-assisted modeling intends

a holistic approach that supports the process

of modeling and simulation from the concept-

tual phase to goal-oriented experimentation

with various system variants. Ontology-

assisted characterizes a declarative speci-

fication of various system structures and

parameter settings in combination with confi-

gurable basic models. Basic models map

different dynamic system behavior, define an

input and output interface and are organized

in a model base (MB). The ontology specifies

references to basic models and defines

admissible parameter settings for them. Simi-

larly, ontology can be used to specify a set of

different experiments with the system mo-

dels. In this case, the ontological specifi-

cation describes the composition of exper-

iments using references to various exper-

iment methods or data.

As a base ontology for system and data

modelling, Zeigler et al. developed the

System Entity Structure (SES). Based on the

SES ontology they derived the SES/MB

framework. The framework combines an SES

with an MB and proposes basic methods for

deriving a concrete system model and for

generating an executable simulation model.

The SES ontology is based on a clear, limited

set of description elements and axioms.

Thus, it is easily usable for engineers. How-

ever, an important precondition for the app-

lication of new concepts in engineering is

their availability in an engineering software

environment and their direct combination with

established methods. That is why a new and

extended toolbox for MATLAB/Simulink has

been developed, which is completely im-

plemented and integrated in MATLAB and

provides a graphical front-end for SES-based

modeling. In addition, it provides different

methods to derive system models from an

SES and to generate executable simulation

models for Simulink using predefined block-

sets or subsystems. In the same way models

for SimEvents or the MATLAB/DEVS Toolbox

can be generated automatically with little

effort.
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